
 

MJC ADN PROGRAM ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 

SPRING SEMESTER 2017 

THURSDAY, MARCH 17, 2017 

MJC WEST CAMPUS – GLACIER HALL 101 

 

MINUTES 
 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Alise Angeles, EMC; Debbie Tavernier, CSU, Stanislaus; Gretchen Walters, SRMC; Jennifer Wright, DMC; 

Kendall Nightengale, MMC; Mary Jo Stanley, CSU, Stanislaus; Matthew Haskett, EMC; Suzanne Williams, 

MMC; Valerie Fisher, College of the Sequoias 

OTHERS PRESENT:  

 

 

OTHERS ABSENT: 

Tania Adkins, Beth Bailey, Sandy Brunn, Kelly Butler, Sally Chaffee, Brian Forbes, Laura DeFreitas, Suzanne 

Fondse, Patti Hall, Kim Hester, Margie Humphres, Leta Love, Jill Ramsey, Danise Rapetti, Catherine Rasmussen, 

Lisa Riggs, Tonya Robinson, Cynthia Schmidt 

Gloria Coats, Jennifer Macias 

 

TOPIC 

 

 

ACTION 

 

RESPONSIBILITY 

REVIEW OF MINUTES   

3-17-16 MJC ADN Advisory Committee Minutes 
  

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Presentation from Marcus Engel – FLYERS  Lisa Riggs 

Career Day – FLYERS  Suzanne Fondse 

MJC Annual Nursing Alumni Fundraiser – Basket donations – FLYERS  Kelly Butler 

FOLLOW-UP ITEMS:  Program Updates (trends and plans) 

 

a. Update on multicriteria screening for student selection 

 

 Lisa Riggs 

b. Update on geriatrics class 

We are sending clinical instructors to facilities.  Students are 

spending time with SNF leaders, DON, Director of Staff 

Development, MDS Coordinator →Reimbursement. 
Fall Prevention 

200 attendees, covered skin care - modified Braydon scale, 

hydration, and staying out of the sun.  They also covered the ten top 

geriatric syndromes.  They partnered with a healthy aging seminar 

and Valley Wound Clinic.  In the future we would like to add clinical 

sites for older adults, four new home health agencies and “senior 

day” in mobile home parks. 

 Tonya Robinson 
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c. Update on critical care content in curriculum 

Some students who precept in critical care are hired directly into 

critical care.  They are exposed to monitoring central lines and vaso 

pressures.    We are hoping to enable preceptees to work under 

supervision with pressure lines.  This experience will better prepare 

student nurses. 

 

 Jill Ramsey 

d. Feedback on Kaplan NCLEX Review 

Student feedback has been positive with the exception of the skills 

module videos.  Faculty are supplementing with other resources.  

Other things are included like mastery exams.  Students pay for the 

review by paying a portion each semester.  Kaplan NCLEX Review 

takes place over four days in May.  It is too early to determine (two 

semesters) if Kaplan Review has improved pass rates. 

 

 Tania Adkins 

e. Accommodating students with disabilities 

Lisa shared the story of one of the nursing students who needed 

accommodations for the nursing program.  He needed transcribers in 

the classroom and a post conference.  He ended up getting two 

cochlear implants and repeated most of third semester even though 

he’d already passed it.  He is getting ready for preceptorship.  This 

student has been chosen as student of the year by American 

Disability Services.  Because of all the work MJC Disability Services 

has done with our nursing students, they would like to send Lisa to a 

conference to see how we can better serve our students with 

disabilities.   

 Lisa Riggs 

 

f.  Blood draws from central lines 

We are working on creating modules and skills sets for blood draws 

from central lines.  DMC, EMC, MMC and SRMC were supportive. 

 

 Jill Ramsey 
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BREAK 

 Employer Surveys  

 Breakfast 

  

NEW ITEMS 

 

 AB 387 Allied Health Professionals: Unpaid Internships 

 Heath Workforce Initiative Deputy Sector Navigator, Valerie 

Fisher, reported that the bill would mean that Allied health 

programs would have to pay minimum wage to students while 

completing their clinical hours.  This would seriously jeopardize the 

clinical experience and be unaffordable for programs.  Although 

nursing students are not included in the bill at this time, it was 

determined that if the bill passes, it would ultimately filter into 

schools of nursing.  Attendees were encouraged to write letters 

against this bill.  We would need approval from MJC President and 

Academic Senate to write letters on MJC letterhead.  Debbie 

Tavernier recommended personalizing the letters because they will 

make a better impression.  Letters should address the cost of paying 

minimum wage (which will go up $5 over the next 5 years), the 

expense and work involved in completing the clinical clearance 

process, and the expense of liability insurance.  If hospitals and 

colleges can’t do it, the market will be open to for profit programs 

costing students $80,000. 

 

 

Lisa Riggs 

 What’s New in Simulation? 

HPSL is working with students on bedside interactions, delegation, 

communication, working with medical doctors.  The students in the 

geriatrics course also use the HPSL.  Having mid fidelity (heart, 

lung and GI sounds) manikins and flipping the classroom causes 

students to come prepared.  High fidelity manikins have open ended 

conversation, catheter, GI table, perspiration upon chest pain, tears, 

bleeding through drain, ability to birth a baby, and a computer code 

for condition and medication that triggers an error.  In the skills lab 

students work on how they phrase communication – soft skills.   

 Leta Love 
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 Follow-up on access to the Medication Dispensing Devices 

My virtual work space is separate from EHR (Epic).  Currently 

there is inconsistency between/within hospitals.  Would like to see 

it implemented like SRMC and Kaiser do it.  EMC and MMC need 

to get on board.  RNs can pull meds and give or give to faculty 

liaison to give with student.  If the medication is given to the 

faculty liaison, the student should be allowed to go through the 

entire med pass process.  The faculty liaison can teach throughout 

the process.  There can be issues with the pharmacist.  Advisory 

committee members were asked to discuss this at their facilities.  

Follow through is important.  If an antibiotic is pulled and then the 

doctor changes the order the medication is thrown away, but it still 

needs to be carefully documented.  Faculty liaisons are there more 

than part-time RN staff especially per diem staff.  Students 

document under their own ID.  There is a way for faculty liaisons to 

track the medications. 

  Laura DeFreitas and 

Clinical Facilities 

 Expanding Work Experience opportunities 

Lisa is checking with our Risk Management person at YCCD, then 

Lisa will get back to Jennifer Wright at DMC. 

 Krista McCullough 

 

      Expanding Clinical Educators 

o Hospital educator as a fill-in adjunct to for LVN clinical 

group 

Having the hospital educators work with the LVNs in 

clinical would give a 2:10 faculty-to-student ratio.  The 

hospital educators could be paid 50% by hospital and 50% 

by MJC.  LVNs need to pay extra attention to RN 

leadership, delegation and clinical reasoning skills.  We 

currently have two faculty members who provide tutoring 

for our students.  We are also having the LVN students 

buddy with a generic 3
rd

 semester student.  

 Sandy Brunn/Danise 

Rapetti 
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o Designated Education Units in the hospital 

The east coast has implemented a design in which some 

units in the hospitals are designated as education units 

where student nurses receive their clinical training.  The 

experience for the students is very positive because they are 

working with RNs who like teaching.  The initial 

interactions our students experience in clinical are very 

important.  A welcoming atmosphere starts from the top 

down.  RN staff designated for working with students in 

clinical need to take the first step and put their student’s 

names on the board.  Make the students feel wanted and 

expected.   

 Laura DeFreitas 

 

 Update on computerized clinical placement 

Initially this concept was pushed through by Brian Jensen without 

really talking to local hospitals and colleges who did not see a need.  

After discussion between the CEOs and CNOs computerized 

clinical placement is not going to be implemented locally. 

 Kelly Butler and 

Clinical Facilities 

 Skills Lab Supplies 

Suzanne thanked the Advisory Committee members for their 

generous, ongoing donation of skills lab supplies. Suzanne will 

continue to send out a needs list to our local hospitals in the fall.  

PICCs are different at each facility so we need PICCs from each 

hospital. 

 Suzanne Fondse 
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